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Noncontact Measurement of the Instantaneous Heart

Rate in a Multi-Person Scenario Using X-Band

Array Radar and Adaptive Array Processing

Takuya Sakamoto , Senior Member, IEEE, Pascal J. Aubry, Shigeaki Okumura, Student Member, IEEE,

Hirofumi Taki, Member, IEEE, Toru Sato, Member, IEEE, and Alexander G. Yarovoy, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— A noncontact measurement of the heart rate of
a specific person using an X-band radar system with a four-
element antenna array is presented. The system comprises a 2-D
planar wide-beam antenna array with a four-channel network
analyzer. The direction of arrival is estimated using the Capon
method, and the directionally constrained minimization-of-power
algorithm is then applied to the received signals. Signals from the
four channels are adaptively combined to enhance the accuracy
in estimating the instantaneous heart rate in a multi-person
scenario. Measurement results indicate that the proposed system
with the adaptive array processing technique is effective for the
noncontact measurement of the heart rate of a specific person
when there is more than one person in the scene.

Index Terms— Adaptive array, heart rate, microwave, radar.

I. INTRODUCTION

NONCONTACT measurement of heartbeats has been of

great importance to a variety of health care applications

because it allows long-term monitoring without uncomfortable

electrodes or sensors being attached to the body. There have

been numerous reports on the radar-based monitoring of

vital signs covering a wide range of topics, such as circuits,

antennas, system designs, measurement settings and signal

processing algorithms [1]–[12]. Most of the cited studies used

a monostatic radar that has only a single channel with only

a pair of (transmitting and receiving) antennas. Such systems

therefore need to use a wide beam to cover the test subject,

who may not necessarily be in the beam mainlobe, and suffer
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from weak echoes returning from targets and compromised

accuracy. Moreover, conventional single-channel radar systems

cannot separate interfering echoes if there are multiple people

in the same range bin. The measurement of vital signs of

multiple people is still a challenge in this field.

Adib et al. [13] demonstrated the measurement of the

vital signs of eight people using an ultra-wideband radar.

In their study, however, the participants lined up along a

straight line in the range direction instead of the cross-range

direction. Vergara et al. [14] measured the motion of multiple

body parts (the hand and torso) of a single person using a

blind source separation algorithm and a single-antenna radar.

Mikhelson et al. [15] built a system with a single directional

antenna that can mechanically track the target person with

the assistance of a depth camera that successfully tracked a

walking human and measured the vital signs. Wang et al. [16]

also developed a radar with a mechanically scanning antenna

for measuring vital signs.

Instead of using mechanically scanning antennas, the use

of array antennas is an alternative approach realizing a simple

and compact system. Li et al. [17] reviewed a system with

multiple antennas that measures vital signs while suppressing

body motion using two antennas measuring opposite sides

of the human body. Zhou et al. [18] proposed an array-

based method for detecting vital signs of multiple people, but

their study only conducted simulations. Boothby et al. [19]

and Hall et al. [20] introduced an antenna array for vital-

sign monitoring, which had an automatic steering function

that tracks the target by finding the angle with the largest

phase fluctuation. Samardzija et al. [21] introduced a multiple-

input multiple-output radar with two Tx and four Rx and

obtained a power spectrum averaged over eight Tx-Rx pairs.

Hsu et al. [22] demonstrated the measurement of vital signs

of multiple subjects using a four-element phased array with

a self-injection-locked radar. Mostafanezhad et al. [23] used

a 2 × 2 = 4 receiving antenna array and applied the super-

resolution MUSIC algorithm to obtain respiration information

of a single person, but the method was not applied to multiple

people.

As mentioned above, a variety of studies have been con-

ducted to measure the vital signs of multiple people. Nonethe-

less, there have been few publications on super-resolution

adaptive array techniques employed to separate echoes from

multiple people and to measure the instantaneous heart rate.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the measurement system.

In this paper, we employ the super-resolution Capon method

and directionally constrained minimization of power (DCMP)

algorithm and show the feasibility of an accurate measurement

of a person’s instantaneous heart rate when two people stand

next to each other at almost the same distance from the radar.

The radar has four channels with an antenna array operating in

the X-band (8.4 GHz). Adaptive array processing algorithms

are employed to locate and measure the heartbeat of a person

of interest by automatically suppressing undesired echoes from

the other person. The performance of the proposed radar sys-

tem is investigated through measurements, demonstrating that

we can selectively extract vital signs from a specific person

even when there is another person in the scene. Because the

people are almost the same distance from the radar antennas,

their echoes cannot be separated even when wideband signals

are employed. Moreover, we employ the topology algorithm

[26]–[28], which is robust and accurate in estimating the

instantaneous heart rate, and obtain accurate interbeat intervals

of the target’s heartbeat. A preliminary result of this study was

presented in [29].

II. RADAR MEASUREMENT SYSTEM AND SETUP

The radar system (Fig. 1) in this study consists of a

four-port network analyzer (N5242A, Agilent Technologies,

CA, United States of America) and a planar wide-beam

9 × 9 array antenna developed by Valavan et al. [30], [31],

as shown in Fig. 2. Each element of the antenna array is

a square of size 14.5 mm × 14.5 mm. The antenna array

elements have beam widths of 160◦ and 145◦ in the E- and

H-planes, respectively. The array antenna elements are labeled

(1, 1), (1, 2), · · · , (9, 9), where (1, 1) corresponds to the lower

left corner when viewing from the feeding side. The element

(5, 6) is connected to channel 1 (ch1) and transmits continuous

waves with a frequency of 8.4 GHz, which is fed by network

analyzer port 1. The network analyzer is operated in the

continuous-wave time mode with an intermediate frequency

of 200.0 Hz, and a sampling interval of 1t = 5.0 ms. We use

four of the array elements, namely ch1 (5, 6), ch2 (5, 5), ch3

(4, 5) and ch4 (4, 4), as receiving antennas (see Fig. 3, which

Fig. 2. Planar 9 × 9 antenna array used in the present measurement.

Fig. 3. Antenna array and elements used in the measurement (as seen from
the back side with feeding connectors).

shows the array from the feeding side). The received signals

s1(t), s2(t), s3(t) and s4(t) are respectively measured as the

S-matrix parameters S11, S21, S31 and S41 using the network

analyzer, and they are sampled using a quadrature mixer to

obtain in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals.

We selected these four elements, (5, 6), (5, 5), (4, 5) and

(4, 4), to realize a vertically sharp beam pattern to suppress

echoes from lower body parts such as legs. The selected

element topology has a vertical baseline length of two element

gaps, which corresponds to 0.81λ, where λ is the wavelength.

In addition, the array layout has the minimum element spacing

of one element gap, which corresponds to 0.41λ, in both

vertical and horizontal directions to avoid grating lobes.

The measurement was made in an anechoic chamber.

Two healthy male participants (participants A and B) were

instructed to stand facing the array antennas and at a dis-

tance of 0.6 m from each other. The heights of participants

A and B were 178 and 174 cm, respectively. The beam

width of the element pattern covered both participants. For

evaluation of the accuracy in estimating the heart rate, we also

made measurements using an electrocardiogram (ECG) device

(RF-ECG EK, Micro Medical Device, Inc., Tokyo, Japan),

which was attached to participant B. The ECG data were

taken during the radar measurement. The participants were

dressed normally and instructed to stand naturally at a distance

of 0.5 m from the x–z plane, on which the antenna array

was installed (see Fig. 4). The participants breathed normally
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Fig. 4. Assumed measurement scenario with participants standing in front
of the antenna array. The actual measurements were made separately for each
participant.

throughout the measurement period of 50.0 s. To evaluate the

performance of the proposed method, the participants were

measured separately. Signals were then numerically added to

obtain a set of synthesized data simulating a scenario with two

participants standing simultaneously.

III. SUPER-RESOLUTION ARRAY RADAR IMAGING AND

ADAPTIVE ARRAY PROCESSING

A. Signals and Preprocessing

We combine data from the four channels s1(t), s2(t),

s3(t) and s4(t) using adaptive array processing, and improve

the performance of estimating the instantaneous heart rate.

A similar technique has been used previously [32] but for the

purpose of developing a radar system that measures respiration

only, while the present study aims to accurately measure the

heart rate. The measurement of the heart rate is achieved in two

steps: 1) locating the position of echo sources and 2) extracting

the desired echo from a specific position, while suppressing

undesired echoes from other directions.

Preprocessing is required before applying adaptive array

processing algorithms. First, direct-current (DC) components

are subtracted according to si (t) = s
(raw)
i (t) − s

(DC)
i

(i = 1, 2, 3, 4), where s
(raw)
i (t) is a raw signal and s

(DC)
i

is a DC component relating to static clutter. When there is

only one target, the phase of each signal varies over time

because of body displacement, while the amplitude remains

largely unchanged. As a result, each signal forms (part of)

a circle in the complex plane, and its center corresponds to

the DC interference caused by static clutter. Exploiting this

prior information, most of the static clutter (DC component)

can be removed by estimating the center of the circles in

the data samples. We note that the DC component can be

also generated through nonlinear phase modulation of multiple

interfering signals and their harmonics [33]. Although there

are elaborate methods of estimating and removing the DC

component when measuring vital signs [34]–[36], they can

be applied only when there is a single dominant reflection

point, which is not the case in this study. We therefore

simply average the raw signal to obtain the DC component

s
(DC)
i = 1/T0

� T0

0 s
(raw)
i (t)dt. Next, the phase of the array

elements needs to be calibrated using measured echoes from a

known target at a known position. We used a metallic sphere

having a diameter of 20.0 cm as a target for this calibration

measurement.

B. Array Beamforming

After completing the above preprocessing procedures,

we actually measure echoes from human targets. We estimate

the direction of arrival (DOA) of the echoes and identify

the reflection locations on the bodies of participants. For this

purpose, the most basic approach is beamforming imaging,

in which the image PBF(θ, φ) forms as

PBF(θ, φ) =
1

T0

� T0

0

|a(θ, φ)H
s(t)|2dt,

= a(θ, φ)H Rss a(θ, φ). (1)

Here s(t) = [s1(t), s2(t), s3(t), s4(t)]
T is a signal vector

consisting of signals from all channels, where superscripts

T and H denote transpose and conjugate transpose operators,

respectively. The correlation matrix Rss is calculated as

Rss =
1

T0

� T0

0

s(t)s
H(t)dt, (2)

where an ensemble average is approximated by a time average,

assuming the ergodic hypothesis. Vector a(θ, φ) is called a

steering vector or mode vector, and is given as

a(θ, φ) = [k · r1, k · r2, k · r3, k · r4]T , (3)

where k is a k-vector and r1, r2, r3 and r4 are the position

vectors of elements 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Additionally,

k is expressed as a function of zenith and azimuth angles θ

and φ

k(θ, φ) = k[sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ ]T, (4)

where k = 2π/λ is a scalar wavenumber. λ = 3.6 cm for a

frequency of 8.4 GHz in this study. The spatial resolution of

the beamforming image is restricted by the size of the antenna

array; a large-scale array with a number of elements is needed

to sharpen the beam pattern.

C. Capon Method

To overcome the above difficulty, we adopt the Capon

method, which is known as a super-resolution DOA esti-

mation method. Let us consider an output signal y(t) =

w
∗

1s1(t) + w
∗

2s2(t) + w
∗

3s3(t) + w
∗

4s4(t) = w
H

s(t) that is a

summation of the weighted input signals from a multi-channel

receiver, where superscript ∗ denotes a complex conjugate and

w = [w1, w2, w3, w4]
T is a four-dimensional complex-valued

weight vector. The power of the output signal is

|y(t)|2 = |wH
s(t)|2

= w
H

s(t)(wH
s(t))H

= w
H

s(t)s
H(t)w, (5)

and its expectation E[|y(t)|2] = w
H Rssw is used in the Capon

method, where superscript H is a conjugate transpose operator,
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E[] is an expectation operator, and Rss = E[s(t)s
H(t)] is a

correlation matrix of the signal s(t).

The Capon spectrum PC(θ, φ) is derived from the optimiza-

tion problem

PC(θ, φ) = minw w
H Rssw,

subject to w
H

a(θ, φ) = 1. (6)

Equation (6) indicates that the Capon method finds the opti-

mum weight w that minimizes the output power E[|y(t)|2] =

w
H Rssw under a condition that the gain for a specific direction

(θ, φ) is maintained to be 1. Because we assume that each of

the multiple echoes arriving from different directions has no

correlation with the others, the output power is minimized by

suppressing other echoes except for the echo arriving from

(θ, φ). The system scans two-dimensionally over (θ, φ) in

the region of interest to generate the Capon spectrum used

for DOA estimation. The value of each pixel of the Capon

spectrum image corresponds to the total power of the output

signal E[|y(t)|2].

The solution to the optimization problem (Eq. (6)) for w

is obtained as a Wiener solution, and the resultant image

PC(θ, φ) is given by

PC(θ, φ) =
1

aH(θ, φ)(Rss + � I )−1a(θ, φ)
, (7)

where I is an identity matrix and an unimportant constant

is neglected. In Eq. (7), � is called a diagonal loading value.

A small diagonal loading value enhances the spatial resolution,

whereas a large value makes the imaging process robust.

In this study, the diagonal loading is set to be proportional

to the summation of the average power of each channel: � =

�0tr(Rss), where tr(·) denotes a trace of a matrix. By searching

for the dominant peaks of PC (θ, φ), the DOA θ0 and φ0 of

echoes can be determined.

D. Directionally Constrained Minimization of Power

We next use the directionally constrained minimization

of power (DCMP) algorithm to extract the echo from the

estimated DOA (θ0, φ0), while suppressing signals and clutter

from other directions. This algorithm is similar to the Capon

method, and the problem is formulated as

wopt = arg minw w
H Rssw,

subject to w
H

a0 = 1, (8)

where w is a weight vector and a0 is defined as a0 =

a(θ0, φ0), with θ0 and φ0 being the DOA found in the Capon

spectrum as arg maxθ,φ PC (θ, φ).

The Lagrange multiplier method [24] is used to solve the

optimization problem in Eq. (8) by minimizing the Lagrangian

L as

L(w, λ0) =
1

2
w

H Rssw + Re[λ0(w
H

a0 − 1)]

=
1

2
w

H Rssw +
1

2
λ0(w

H
a0 − 1)

+
1

2
λ

∗

0(w
T

a
∗
0 − 1), (9)

where λ0 is called a Lagrange multiplier. The gradient of

L(w, λ0) in terms of w must be zero

∇wL(w, λ0) = Rssw + λ0a0 = 0. (10)

Weight w satisfying Eq. (10) is therefore

w = −λ0 R−1
ss a0, (11)

where we assume Rss is a matrix of full rank. By substituting

Eq. (11) into the constraint of Eq. (8), we obtain

λ0 = −
1

a
H
0 R−1

ss a0

. (12)

By substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11), we obtain

w =
R−1

ss a0

a
H
0 R−1

ss a0

. (13)

In the derivation of w above, we assumed the full rankness

of Rss , which is not always true. When Rss is close to

a singular matrix, the calculation R−1
ss becomes inaccurate,

leading to an unreliable beam pattern. To avoid this problem,

we use the idea of the tamed adaptive antenna array [25] and

obtain the optimum weight as

wopt =
(Rss + �0 I )−1

a0

a
H
0 (Rss + �0 I )−1a0

. (14)

The output of the DCMP algorithm sDCMP(t) is thus

sDCMP(t) = w
H
opts(t). (15)

The diagonal loading value �0 = �0
0tr(Rss) can be selected

independently of the Capon method’s diagonal loading value �.

We here explain the principle of the DCMP for rejecting

interference with a simple example. The optimization problem

Eq. (8) is to find a weight that minimizes the power of

the output signal w
H

s(t). The output signal contains the

desired echo sd(t) arriving from DOA (θ0, φ0) as well as the

interference echo si(t) arriving from DOA (θi, φi). To simplify

the discussion in this paragraph, we assume only two echoes

(i.e., the desired and interference echoes) and further assume

that they have no correlation. The antenna gain for the desired

echo is constrained as G(θ0, φ0) = 1, and the gain G(θi, φi) =

|α(w)|2 depends on the weight w, where α(w) is an array

factor in the direction (θi, φi). The output signal is written

as w
H

s(t) = sd(t) + α(w)si(t), and its power expectation

E[|sd(t) + α(w)si(t)|
2] = E[|sd(t)|

2] + |α(w)|2 E[|si(t)|
2] is

always larger than the power of the desired echo |sd(t)|
2. Thus,

by minimizing the output power by adjusting the weight w,

we can automatically find a small |α(w)| and the interference

echo si(t) is rejected. This is the principle of the use of the

DCMP to obtain the echo from a specific participant in this

study.

Ideally, the signal sDCMP(t) only contains the echo from

a target at a specific DOA (θ0, φ0), and the vital signs of a

specific participant can thus be obtained. Because sDCMP(t)

ideally contains an echo from a single target only, the dis-

placement of the target can be obtained simply by calculating

the phase 6 sDCMP(t) and applying an unwrapping process

assuming continuity in the phase change over time. We finally
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Fig. 5. Measurement scenarios with participants A and B standing in front
of the antenna array.

apply the topology algorithm [26]–[28] to the displacement

time series and obtain the interbeat interval and instantaneous

heart rate. The topology algorithm exploits the state transition

of heartbeat waveforms, and extracts feature points from the

displacement time series. The topological similarity between

two adjacent heartbeats is effectively used to estimate the

instantaneous heart rate and interbeat interval. The outstanding

accuracy of the topology algorithm has been demonstrated in

previous studies [26]–[28].

IV. BEAMFORMING AND CAPON METHOD FOR THE

IMAGING OF HUMAN BODIES

We first measure each participant standing alone in front

of the antenna array (see Fig. 5). Participants A and B

were instructed to stand facing the x–z plane at (x, y) =

(−0.3 m, 0.5 m) (participant A) and (x, y) = (0.3 m, 0.5 m)

(participant B). Thus, when synthesizing the echo signals

from both participants, the distance between the participants

is 0.6 m. The measured signals for participants A and B are

respectively denoted sA(t) and sB(t).

Figure 6 shows the images generated by beamforming

processing with the four-channel signals for participants A

(top) and B (bottom). Because the layout of the four-channel

array is asymmetric, the resultant beam spot is not symmetric

vertically or horizontally, and an inclined beam spot is seen

in Fig. 6. The peak of each image is located approximately at

the center of the upper torso, although the spatial resolution

is not high.

The upper and lower images in Fig. 7 are a photograph

of the assumed scenario with two participants standing,

and the beamforming image obtained using the synthesized

Fig. 6. Beamforming images of participants A (top) and B (bottom).

Fig. 7. Assumed scenario with two participants standing (top) and beam-
forming image obtained from the synthesized echoes of participants A and B
(bottom).

signals sA(t) + sB(t). We note that the synthesized signals

are the summation of the two measured signals sA(t) and

sB(t). In the lower image, the participants’ bodies cannot
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Fig. 8. Image generated by applying the Capon method to the signal for
participants A and B.

be separated from each other because multiple echoes from

the bodies interfere with each other. The operating frequency

of 8.4 GHz corresponds to a wavelength λ = 35.7 mm, and

the array aperture has a height of 29.0 mm (0.81 λ) and width

of 14.5 mm (0.41 λ). When applying a conventional beam-

forming method, the array aperture results in beam widths of

62.7◦ and 123.9◦ in the E- and H-planes, respectively. Because

the human targets are located at 0.5 m from the x–z plane

(or y = 0.5 m), the vertical and horizontal beam spot

sizes are 0.55 and 1.1 m, which are not small enough to

resolve the two people horizontally separated by 0.6 m. It is

thus concluded that conventional beamforming imaging does

not provide sufficient spatial resolution in our measurement

setting.

To obtain an image with higher resolution, we apply the

Capon method to the synthesized signals sA(t) + sB(t), and

obtain an image as shown in Fig. 8. Here, we set diagonal

loading value �0 = 10−5 in the Capon method. In general,

by using a small diagonal loading value, the Capon method

can generate a high-resolution Capon spectrum image as long

as the signal-to-noise ratio is high. In this image, we see

two peaks corresponding to the two target human bodies.

Because the degree of freedom of the antenna array is not

large enough, the peaks are not accurately located at the actual

positions of the target bodies. Nevertheless, the resulting image

indicates that there are two dominant targets in the scene.

In Fig. 8, the peak for participant B is located at (x, z) =

(28.9 cm,−0.8 cm). By detecting the peak corresponding to

participant B, we obtain the DOA (θ0, φ0) and the mode vector

a0, which is used in the DCMP algorithm.

V. RETRIEVAL OF THE DESIRED ECHO FROM A SPECIFIC

PERSON USING AN ADAPTIVE ARRAY

A. Application to a Single Human Target

A single-person scenario is first considered for simplicity.

Figure 9 shows the normalized complex signals sB(t) with

biases −1− j, 1− j, −1+ j and 1+ j for channels 1, 2, 3 and 4,

respectively, such that the signal trajectories are displayed

clearly. As explained in the previous section, the signals

sB(t) have been preprocessed, which means that the DC

components have been removed and the phase of each channel

Fig. 9. Received signals sB(t) plotted on a complex plane.

Fig. 10. DCMP antenna pattern for participant B.

has been calibrated. Only participant B stands in front of the

antenna array in this scenario. The signals exhibit a round

and circle-like shape (see Fig. 9). If there is only a single

scattering center (or reflection point) that has a displacement

of a few centimeters and is located half a meter from the

antennas, the complex echo trajectory can be approximated as

a circle or part of a circle. This is because the echo intensity

is not as sensitive as the echo phase to the small displacement.

We calculate the correlation matrix Rss from sB(t), apply

the DCMP algorithm to Rss and obtain the optimum weight

vector wopt according to Eq. (15) using mode vector a0

obtained in the previous section. The resultant antenna pattern

is given by

PDCMP(θ, φ) = w
H
opta(θ, φ) (16)

and is shown in Fig. 10. Here, the diagonal loading value

�0
0 = 0.1 is selected. We selected a larger diagonal loading

value for the DCMP than for the Capon method. This is

because if a small diagonal loading value is used in the

DCMP, the null of the beam pattern becomes too sharp for

suppressing a nonstationary interference signal. The DOA of

the interference can vary over time owing to the motion of the

human body, and the DOA of the interference might move out

of the sharp null of the beam pattern, which can lead to a larger

interference level. This effect has been discussed by [32], and

we selected the diagonal loading values accordingly. In the

figure, the chest area is indicated with a circle and the gain of

the antenna pattern in the chest area is fixed at 0 dB, while
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Fig. 11. DCMP output sDCMP(t) for participant B plotted on a complex
plane.

other echoes coming from different directions are suppressed.

The figure shows that a null belt forms across the legs of

participant B.

The DCMP weight generates the output signal sDCMP(t) =

w
H
optsB(t) by optimally combining four signals; see Fig. 11.

The figure shows that the trajectory is symmetric about the

origin point and more uniformly round than the signals shown

in Fig. 9, which indicates that there is a single dominant

reflection point within the DCMP beam.

We note that Fig. 11 shows not only phase modulation but

also amplitude modulation. This amplitude modulation cannot

be explained using a radar equation with a constant radar cross

section P ∝ r(t)−4, where P is the echo power and r is

the distance to the target; the amplitude is actually modulated

by the time-varying radar cross section of the human body.

Because strong echoes are caused by specular reflection from

a human body, even a slight change in the body orientation can

affect the radar cross section as well as the echo amplitude.

We also see multiple phase rotations in the signal trajectory

of Fig. 11. Because the wavelength is 35.7 mm, this phase

rotation cannot be explained by typical respiration alone.

A possible cause of the phase rotation is unconscious body

swing. In future work, it will be important to investigate the

effect of body swing in measuring the heart rates of multiple

participants.

We next calculate the displacement of the target (partici-

pant B) from signals s1(t) and sDCMP(t) for comparison. The

displacement dDCMP(t) is calculated as

dDCMP(t) =
λ

4π
unwrap( 6 sDCMP(t)), (17)

where unwrap(·) denotes an unwrapping process written as

unwrap(θ(t)) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

θ(t) (|θ(t) − θ(t − 1t)| ≤ π),

θ(t) + 2π (θ(t) − θ(t − 1t) < −π),

θ(t) − 2π (θ(t) − θ(t − 1t) > π).

(18)

Here, 1t is the sampling time interval of the digital signal.

Note that Eq. (17) holds only when there is a single echo

from a single target, which necessitates the use of the DCMP

algorithm. In a similar way, we calculate the displacement

d1(t) from a single-channel signal s1(t), which would not

correspond to the actual displacement of the target because

the signal could contain multiple echoes.

Fig. 12. Displacement dDCMP(t) calculated using the output of the DCMP
algorithm sDCMP(t) from signal sB(t) for participant B.

Fig. 13. Received signals sA(t) + sB(t) plotted on a complex plane.

Figure 12 shows the displacements dDCMP(t) calculated

from 6 sDCMP(t). Figure 12 shows that the peak-to-peak dis-

placement is approximately 65 mm; this value is the sum

of multiple components, such as unconscious body swing,

respiration and the heartbeat. Although the participant stands

still, the upper torso is not devoid of movement.

B. Application to Multiple Human Targets

Figure 13 shows each channel of the synthesized signals

sA(t) + sB(t) on a complex plane. Compared with Fig. 9,

the trajectories are distorted from a round circle-like shape,

which indicates that multiple interfering echoes modulate the

amplitude of the signals. The displacement calculated from

channel 1 s1(t) of the synthesized signal sA(t) + sB(t) is

shown in Fig. 14. The displacement calculated from a single

channel is different from the reference displacement (Fig. 12).

This result indicates that a system with a single channel is

not reliable when there are two or more people because of the

interference of echoes that disturbs the phase and estimation

of displacement.

We next apply the DCMP algorithm to the synthesized

signals sA(t)+ sB(t) and selectively obtain the echo from one

of the participants. Figure 15 shows the DCMP antenna pattern

calculated from the correlation matrix Rss and the position of

participant B’s chest θ0 and φ0. The figure shows that the

gain for the legs of participant B is slightly raised, while a

deep null band forms around the upper torso of participant A

that suppresses a strong echo from him. An important point
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Fig. 14. Displacement corresponding to the phase of channel-1 signal s1(t)
for participants A and B.

Fig. 15. DCMP antenna pattern for participants A and B.

Fig. 16. DCMP output sDCMP calculated from echoes of participants A
and B plotted on a complex plane.

is that this beam pattern automatically forms even when

we do not know the position of the source of interference

(participant A) as long as we know the position of the desired

echo (participant B). The DCMP algorithm optimizes the

antenna pattern only using the correlation matrix of the multi-

channel signals.

We finally apply the DCMP algorithm and obtain the desired

echo signal from participant B, while suppressing the echo

from participant A. We show the signal trajectory of sDCMP(t)

on a complex plane (see Fig. 16). Although the trajectory

slightly differs from that in Fig. 11, the shape is more sym-

metrical and round than that in Fig. 13, which indicates that

Fig. 17. Displacement dDCMP(t) calculated using the output of the DCMP
algorithm sDCMP(t) from signal sA(t) + sB(t) for participants A and B.

Fig. 18. High-frequency component of the phase of sDCMP(t) obtained
from sB(t).

the DCMP successfully extracted the dominant signal among

multiple interfering echoes. Figure 17 shows the displacement

calculated from the output of the DCMP algorithm applied to

sA(t) + sB(t). Aside from minor differences around t = 10 s,

the displacement is successfully restored from the multi-person

signals. In the next section, we extract the instantaneous heart

rate from the output of the DCMP algorithm.

VI. EXTRACTION OF DISPLACEMENT ASSOCIATED

WITH VITAL SIGNS

The estimated displacement of the human target contains

the body swing and respiration in addition to the heartbeat.

We therefore apply a high-pass filter (HPF) to the displacement

estimated from the unwrapped signal phase and extract the

component associated with the heart activity. The cut-off

frequency of the HPF is empirically selected to be 13.3 Hz,

corresponding to 75.0 ms in the time domain. The cut-off fre-

quency was set to be higher than the actual heartbeat frequency

because the topology method is known to be effective when

using high-frequency components.

We apply the HPF to the displacement obtained from the

output of the DCMP algorithm when only participant B is

in the scene, and obtain a high-frequency displacement (see

Fig. 18). The figure shows that for 15 s ≤ t ≤ 45 s,

the amplitude is mostly smaller than 50 µm and much smaller

than the wavelength. It is necessary to detect such a tiny
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Fig. 19. High-frequency component of the phase of a single channel s1(t)
obtained from sA(t) + sB(t).

Fig. 20. High-frequency component of the phase of DCMP output sDCMP(t)
obtained from sA(t) + sB(t).

displacement for measuring the heart rate, which requires a

high signal-to-noise ratio and signal-to-interference ratio. This

is the motivation of the present study and the reason why we

need to introduce adaptive array processing to improve the

signal-to-interference ratio in the present study. Figures 19

and 20 show the high-frequency displacements obtained from a

single channel and the DCMP output, respectively, when there

are both participants A and B. The coefficient of correlation

between the signals in Figs. 18 and 20 for 20 s ≤ t ≤ 40 s is

0.17, whereas the coefficient of correlation between the signals

in Figs. 18 and 19 for the same time range is 0.91. This result

suggests that the use of the DCMP resulted in the output signal

for two participants being similar to the signal for a single

participant. The displacement in Fig. 18 is considered to be

associated with participant B’s heart activity, and the similarity

of signals in Figs. 18 and 20 suggests the effectiveness of the

adaptive array processing in retrieving vital information when

there are multiple people in the scene.

We note that the amplitude of displacement in Figs. 18

and 20 is time dependent and varies from a few tens of

microns to 0.5 mm. It is known that the heart rate is not

constant; it varies even within intervals of a few seconds. The

instantaneous heart rate is therefore not equal to the heart rate

averaged over a minute, and the actual instantaneous heart rate

Fig. 21. Heart interbeat interval estimated from the output of the HPF and
DCMP applied to sB(t) when there is participant B only. The reference ECG
data (black line) and radar measurement (red circles) are shown.

cannot be obtained by simply applying a Fourier transform to

the displacement time series.

Instead, we apply the topology algorithm [26], which is

known to be an effective method of accurately estimating the

instantaneous heart rate from radar displacement data. The

interbeat interval is obtained using the signals’ topological

features. The interbeat interval is defined as the time period

between two adjacent heartbeats, which is the reciprocal of

the instantaneous heart rate. In the next section, we apply the

topology algorithm to the displacement time series and obtain

the heart rate.

VII. MEASUREMENT OF THE INSTANTANEOUS HEART

RATE USING AN ADAPTIVE ARRAY

The wireless ECG device attached to participant B allows

us to evaluate the accuracy of estimating the instantaneous

heart rate by comparing the estimates of the radar and ECG.

We apply the topology algorithm to the high-frequency compo-

nent of the displacement, where the displacement is calculated

from the phase of the signal. Note that the calculated ’displace-

ment’ is accurate only when there is a single dominant echo

from a single direction.

Figure 21 compares the interbeat intervals obtained from

the output of the HPF and DCMP applied to sB(t), assuming

that only participant B is in the scene. Note that the vertical

axis represents the interbeat interval, not the displacement.

In the figure, the black line and red circles are the estimates

made using the ECG and radar, respectively. An important

point is that the proposed system and algorithms estimated

not an average heart rate but an instantaneous heart rate that

changes from beat to beat, which is much more difficult than

merely estimating the average heart rate. The relatively high

heart rate could be related to the psychological state during the

measurement or the personal constitution of the participant.

Figures 22 and 23 show the interbeat intervals estimated

from a single channel s1(t) and the output of DCMP sDCMP(t)

when both participants A and B are in the scene. To provide

a comparison between different array processing techniques

applied to the same number of channels, Fig. 24 shows the

interbeat intervals estimated from the output of the array
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Fig. 22. Heart interbeat interval estimated from the output of the HPF applied
to a single channel (ch1) of sA(t) + sB(t) when there are both participants
A and B. The reference ECG data (black line) and radar measurement
(red circles) are shown.

Fig. 23. Heart interbeat interval estimated using the proposed method from
the output of the HPF and DCMP applied to sA(t) + sB(t) when there are
both participants A and B. The reference ECG data (black line) and radar
measurement (red circles) are shown.

Fig. 24. Heart interbeat interval estimated from the output of the HPF and
the conventional array beamforming applied to sA(t) + sB(t) when there are
both participants A and B. The reference ECG data (black line) and radar
measurement (red circles) are shown.

beamforming when both participants are in the scene. The

mainlobe of the beam is directed to the DOA of the desired

echo. From Figs. 21, 22 and 23, we also note that some

Fig. 25. Heart rate estimated from the output of the HPF and DCMP applied
to sB(t) when there is participant B only. The reference ECG data (black line)
and radar measurement (red circles) are shown.

Fig. 26. Heart rate estimated from the output of the HPF applied to a single
channel (ch1) of sA(t) + sB(t) when there are both participants A and B.
The reference ECG data (black line) and radar measurement (red circles) are
shown.

points are missing, resulting in there being no estimates over

certain periods; e.g., data points for 20–30 s are missing

in Figs. 21 and 23 while data points for 25–35 s are missing

in Fig. 22. This is due to the nature of the topology algorithm,

which rejects unreliable estimates indicated by a low value

of topology similarity between two adjacent pulses [26].

Figures. 25, 26 and 27, respectively corresponding to Figs. 21,

22 and 23, show the heart rates in beats per minute (bpm)

instead of the interbeat interval for convenience. Figure 28

shows the normalized histograms of errors in estimating the

heart rate using DCMP for one participant and two par-

ticipants, and using a single channel for two participants.

The distribution of the error when using the DCMP for two

participants is narrower than that when using a single channel,

which indicates the effectiveness of the proposed approach

using multiple channels.

We note that the measurement does not need to be repeated

multiple times for the comparison of different adaptive array

algorithms. This is because our receiver can measure and store

all signals received by the four antenna elements; the adaptive

array algorithms can be applied offline to the multiple-channel

data after the measurement.
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Fig. 27. Heart rate estimated using the proposed method from the output of
the HPF and DCMP applied to sA(t)+ sB(t) when there are both participants
A and B. The reference ECG data (black line) and radar measurement (red
circles) are shown.

Fig. 28. Normalized histograms of errors in estimating the heart rate using
the DCMP for one participant (black), DCMP for two participants (red), and
a single channel for two participants (blue dashed).

By assuming that the ECG measurements provide an accu-

rate heart rate, we can evaluate the root-mean-square (RMS)

error of each channel of the radar measurement. When there

is a single participant B, the RMS errors in estimating the

interbeat intervals using a single channel (ch1) and the DCMP

signals are 44.6 and 27.3 ms. When there are both participants

A and B, the RMS errors of a single channel (ch1) and the

DCMP signals are 64.4 and 20.9 ms. For both cases of a

single participant and two participants, the use of the DCMP

is shown to be effective in improving the accuracy of the

estimation of the instantaneous heart rate. When applying the

array beamforming to the signals from both participants in

the scene, the RMS error in estimating the interbeat intervals is

53.4 ms, which is smaller than the error of the single channel,

but larger than the error of the DCMP.

As stated above, the RMS errors in estimating the heart rate

using the DCMP for a single participant and both participants

are respectively 27.3 ms and 20.9 ms. We note that the latter

is smaller than the former, which is counterintuitive. This can

be explained by how the topology method works. As men-

tioned above, the topology method calculates the topological

similarity between two adjacent waveforms, and if it is found

to be low, the unreliable heart rate estimate is eliminated.

This is why we see some missing points in Figs. 21, 22

and 23. Therefore, a possible scenario is that when the desired

echo is contaminated by interference, the topology algorithm

detects waveform irregularity and eliminates more data points,

resulting in a smaller RMS error.

To confirm this hypothesis, we define the success rate

Rs as another measure of the performance in estimating the

heart interbeat interval. The heart interbeat interval sequences

measured using the ECG and radar are resampled every 1t 0

and we obtain τECG
n and τ radar

n for n = 1, 2, · · · , N , where

1t 0 = 0.5 s is selected considering the actual heart rate of

participant B. We count the number of indices that satisfy a

small error condition |τECG
n − τ radar

n | < τ0, where τ0 = 50 ms.

The number of indices satisfying the condition is denoted N0,

and the success rate is obtained as Rs = N0/N . The success

rates Rs for participant B alone using a single channel and

the DCMP were 52% and 68% while Rs for two participants

using a single channel and the DCMP were 32% and 59%.

This result suggests that the seemingly low RMS error when

two participants were measured using the DCMP was due to

the lower success rate compared with the case of a single

participant.

VIII. DISCUSSION

A. Layout of Participants

In this paper, we demonstrated the measurement of the heart

rate of a participant when two participants are located along

the direction perpendicular to the line of sight. If participant B

is located behind participant A, adaptive array processing

alone cannot separate the echoes because the echoes arrive

from the same direction. To separate echoes from the same

direction, a wideband signal and a time-gating technique are

needed instead of the narrowband signal used in the present

study. In addition, the echo from participant B is likely to be

blocked by participant A and the echo intensity will be too

weak for detecting a tiny displacement associated with the

heartbeat.

B. Sources of Error in the Heart Rate

In Fig. 22, we see a large discrepancy between the heart

rates measured using the radar and ECG because the radar

signal from a single channel is severely affected by the

interfering echo from participant A. We also see some error

in Fig. 23 because of imperfect suppression of the interference

despite the use of an adaptive array. Because of the limited

number of channels used for the measurement, the adaptive

array processing was not able to completely suppress the

interfering echo from participant A. Even in Fig. 21 for a

single participant there is error in the estimation of the heart

rate. This error can be caused by noise, interference and the

physiological mechanism of the heartbeat measurement. Even

when there is only a single participant in the scene, there

are multiple body parts reflecting echoes that can interfere

with the desired echo containing vital signs. In addition,

an ECG measures the electric activity of the heart, whereas

the radar can only measure the mechanical activity. Although
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these electric and mechanical signals are closely related, they

are not identical; the measurement of the instantaneous heart

rate using radar is not necessarily identical to the reference

instantaneous heart rate measured using an ECG.

C. Superposition of Echoes From Participants

In this paper, we synthesized an echo signal from two

participants by superposing the separate signals measured

for each of the participants. By measuring echoes separately

and superposing the signals, we can compare the results

for different scenarios with a single participant and multi-

ple participants in the scene. Although measuring multiple

participants simultaneously would provide the accuracy and

error of the proposed method, it would be unclear where the

error comes from; e.g. interference due to imperfect adaptive

array processing or other reasons such as the limitation of the

physiological measurement (i.e., the difference between the

electro-cardiac signal and the mechanical cardiac vibration).

Nonetheless, it will be an important study in future work to

measure multiple participants simultaneously for the demon-

stration of the performance of the proposed method in a more

realistic scenario.

IX. CONCLUSION

We proposed an adaptive-array-based approach for remote

heartbeat measurements, which is capable of distinguishing

the person of interest from other people in a multi-person

environment. The method is based on a multi-channel X-band

continuous-wave radar system and two types of adaptive array

processing algorithms for vital sign processing. To verify the

method, a dedicated demonstrator, which comprises planar

wide-beam array antennas and a network analyzer, has been

built and data for a multi-person scenario have been collected.

The system can simultaneously measure four independent

channels, and was used to make a four-element antenna-

array measurement. We sequentially employed two adaptive

array processing algorithms, the Capon method and a DCMP

algorithm, to the measured signals and retrieved the desired

radar signal from a subject of interest, while suppressing inter-

fering clutter arriving from different directions. The proposed

adaptive array approach was demonstrated to be efficient and

improved the accuracy of the estimation of the human heart

rate by a factor of 3.1 when there were two people standing

next to each other.
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